Managing large datasets has become one major application of Grids. Life science applications usually manage large databases that should be replicated to scale applications. The growing number of users and the simple access to Internet-based application has stressed Grid middleware. Such environment are thus asked to manage data and schedule computation tasks at the same time. These two important operations have to be tightly coupled. This paper presents an algorithm (Scheduling and Replication Algorithm, SRA) that combines data management and scheduling using a steady-state approach. Using a model of the platform, the number of requests as well as their distribution, the number and size of databases, we define a linear program to satisfy all the constraints at every level of the platform in steady-state. The solution of this linear program will give us a placement for the databases on the servers as well as providing, for each kind of job, the server on which they should be executed. Our theoretical results are validated using simulation and logs from a large life science application.
Introduction
An early and important usage of Grid environments [6, 14] comes from applications managing large data sets [11, 24] in fields such as high energy physics [17] or life sciences [20] . To improve the global throughput of software environments, replicas are usually put at carefully selected sites. Moreover, computation requests have to be scheduled among the available resources. To get the best performance, scheduling and data replication have to be tightly coupled which is not always the case in existing approaches.
In existing Grid computing environments, data replication and scheduling are usually two independent tasks. In some cases, replication managers are used to find the best replicas in terms of access costs. However the choice of the best replica should be done at the same time as the scheduling of computation requests.
Our motivating example comes from an existing life science application (see Section 2) . The application tasks involve searching for the signature or functional site of a protein or protein family in a database. They have the following characteristics: A large number of independent tasks of small duration and reference database sizes from several MBs to several GBs which are updated on a daily or weekly basis, several computational servers available on the network, and the size of the overall data set is too large to be completely replicated on every computational server. In order to run such applications on the Grid, one has to solve two problems related to replication: Finding how and where to replicate the databases and choosing wisely the data to be deleted when new data have to be stored. On the scheduling side, computation requests must be scheduled on servers by minimizing some performance metric that takes into account the data location.
This paper presents an algorithm that provides simultaneous data management and scheduling using a steady-state approach. Using a model of the platform, the number of requests as well as their distribution, and the number and size of databases, we define a linear program to satisfy the constraints at every level of the platform in steady state. The solution of this linear program will give us a placement for the databases on the servers as well as providing, for each kind of job, the server on which they should be executed. Our theoretical results are validated using simulation and logs from a large life science application. This paper is organized as follows. In the first section, we present the application that motivated this work. In Section 3, we discuss some previous work in the areas of data replication, web cache mapping, data and computation scheduling, and steady-state scheduling. In Section 4, we present our model of the problem and the algorithm we designed to solve it. Finally, before some conclusions and our future work, we discuss our experiments using the OptorSim simulator [4] for replica managers.
Motivating Example
Our motivation for this work comes from an application in life science and more precisely the search of sites and signatures of proteins in databases of protein sequences.
Genomic acquiring programs such as full genome sequencing projects are producing large amounts of data. Functional sites and signatures of proteins are very useful for analyzing these data or for correlating different kinds of existing biological data. Sites and signatures of proteins can be expressed using the syntax defined by the PROSITE [8] database, and written as a kind of regular expression. Then, the search of functional sites or signatures in databases can be very similar to simple pattern matching except that some biologically relevant error for the quality of the match between a search pattern and the matching protein should be included. These methods can be applied, for example, to identify and find a characterization of the potential functions of newly sequenced proteins, or to cluster the sequences contained in international databases, such as SwissProt/TrEMBL [7] , PIR [28] , etc. into families of proteins. Most of the time, this kind of analysis, i.e., searching for a matching protein in a database, is quite fast and its execution time mainly depends on the size of the databases. However the number of requests for such analysis can also be very high. Figure 1 describes the classical architecture of this type of bioinformatics application. We notice two kinds of components connected together by the Internet network. On one side, there is a set of clients that submit requests to computational servers. Clients are seen as personal computers that have no knowledge of each other but which are often gathered in big sites. Usually, these are office computers of researchers in biology or bioinformatics research centers. On the other side, there are computational servers dedicated to computation. They are usually single computers or, sometimes clusters of computers. These servers locally store a limited number of reference databases and algorithms which can be applied to them. Often, the servers are independent from each other and are located and managed in bioinformatics centers. Clients can access computational servers through web portals or by directly asking for an account from server administrators.
We accessed the logs of such a cluster that allows users to apply some well known algorithms to existing databases. The cluster is located at IBCP [1] in Lyon, France, a research institute for the biology and chemistry of proteins. Inputs of requests are the user's protein sequences or signatures and usually do not exceed a few kilobytes. This is a centralized cluster with limited capacities so only major databases and algorithms are available. Table 1 shows some information extracted from these logs.
A study of these log files leads us to notice two important facts about databases and algorithms usage. First, the way databases and algorithms are used are very different. For instance, one algorithmdatabase pair represents 70% of the requests while 85% of algorithm-database pairs share only 15% of the requests. The second fact, which is the most important for our study, is that there is an almost fixed request pattern. More precisely, the global distribution of each kind of request stays almost the same whatever the interval of time considered.
Related Work
Data replication has attracted much attention over the last decade. Our work is connected to several others: High performance web caches, data replication, and scheduling in Grids.
With the rapid growth of the Internet, scalability became a major issue for the design of high performance web services [29] . Several researchers have studied how to optimally replace data in distributed web caches [9, 23] . Although this problem seems to be close to ours, the fundamental difference between the two is that our problem has a non-negligible computation cost that depends upon the speed of the machine hosting a given replica.
In computation Grids, some work has focused on replication [21] ; an example is DataGrid project from the CERN [2] . OptorSim [4, 12] , built within this project, allows one to simulate data replication algorithms over a Grid. This tool is more precisely described in Section 5.1. In [3] , several strategies are simulated including unconditional replication (oldest file deleted, LRU) and an economic approach. The target application is data management for the DataGrid physics application. Simulation shows that the economic model is as fast as classical algorithms.
In [19] , the authors describe Stork, a scheduler for data mapping in Grid environments. Data are considered as resources that have to be managed as computation resources. This environment is mainly used to map data close to computations during the scheduling of task graphs in Condor [27] .
In [22] , the scheduling of computations is linked to a previous data mapping. Tasks are scheduled on the least loaded processors close to sites where data are stored. Replication is also used to improve performance. The research that is closest to the results presented in our paper seek to schedule computation requests and data mapping on remote sites at the same time. In [25, 26] several strategies are evaluated to manage data and computation scheduling. These strategies are either strongly related to the scheduling of computation or completely disconnected. In [10] , the authors present an algorithm (Integrated Replication and Scheduling Strategy) in which performance is iteratively improved by working alternatively on the data mapping and the task mapping. However, the approach still separates replication and scheduling, but in a connected fashion.
Joint Data and Computation Scheduling Algorithm
In this section, we present the algorithm we designed that combines data replication and scheduling (Scheduling and Replication Algorithm or SRA). Figure 2 shows one typical architecture used in our motivating application. Several clients are connected through the Internet to clusters managing databases and computation requests. Databases can be replicated on different servers. We also assume that a given server can host different databases at the same time provided that there is enough storage and that the applications using these databases are available on this server. Figure 3 presents the model we use in our algorithm. We assume that a single broker manages data replication and scheduling of requests.
Model and Assumptions
We assume that we have the following: A request, or task, R k;j can be described by a couple (a k , d j ) where a k is an algorithm and d j is the database which will be used as an input of the algorithm a k . All algorithms can not be applied on all kinds of data, so we define v k;j ¼ 1 if R k;j is a request that is possible, otherwise v k;j ¼ 0. We assume that the complexity of algorithm a k is linear in time with the size of the data. Thus the amount of computation needed to compute a request R k;j is k Á size j þ c k , where k and c k are two constants defined for each algorithm a k . For each server, we also introduce n i ðk; jÞ, which is the number of requests of type R k;j that will be executed on server P i .
A server P i is described by two constants: Its computational power w i and its storage capacity m i .
The fraction of request of type R k;j in the pool of requests is given by f k;j . We can see f k;j as a distribution of the R k;j . We suppose that this proportion of request is always the same whatever the interval of time considered assuming this interval is large enough. Based on the real log files we had access to, such a strong hypothesis is realistic in the particular field of bioinformatics applications.
Problem Solved
Our study focuses on managing data and their replication taking all these parameters into account to improve the makespan of a set of requests. We also make the assumption that for each data, there is at least one server with enough space to store it.
Notice that we do not have to consider network issues as we want to compute a static scheduling and placement of the databases. Our study is done in a steady state context. So we do not have to take into consideration initialisation costs, i.e., cost for transferring databases onto the server defined by the placement. Once the data is stored where it should be, it will not have to be moved again during the execution of jobs.
From the data point of view, there are two possibilities for the platform. Either there is enough space on servers to store at least one copy of each database in the platform, or it is not possible and only a subset of databases can be stored at the same time.
In the following, we will consider that we are in the first case where for each database there is at least one server that can hold a replica of it. We will try to find the best way to place databases in these conditions.
Constraints and Linear Program Formulation
As we have enough space, we want to have at least one replica of each database in the system. Let
But the space on each server is limited by its storage capacity. So total size of data stored on server
The number of requests a server P i can handle is restricted by its computation capacity. Thus the amount of computation that a server will execute cannot exceed w i .
A request R k;j cannot be computed on server P i if the data d j is not stored on server P i . In this case, n i ðk; jÞ should be equal to 0, otherwise, d j is stored on P i and n i ðk; jÞ is limited by the maximal number of requests R k;j this server can handle.
Let TP be the throughput of the platform, i.e., TP is the number of requests that can be executed per unit time on the platform. The ratio of each kind of request is defined by f k;j . So, the number of requests of type Rðk; jÞ that is executed is restricted by this ratio so that the steady-state properties are respected.
Considering the previous equations, our goal is to define a mapping, i.e., j i , of data to machines such that the number of requests we can compute in a fixed unit of time is maximized. Therefore, we want to maximize the throughput TP. From previous constraints, and this goal, we can define the linear program shown in Figure 4 .
The solution of this linear program will give us a placement for the databases on the servers as well as providing, for each kind of job, the server on which they should be executed. More precisely, for a type of request R k;j , we know how many jobs can be executed on the platform and we also know how many requests of this kind should be executed on each server to reach optimal throughput. Thus, with the placement of data, the linear program also gives good information for the scheduling of requests.
NP-Completeness Proof
Given m processors P i with computation power w i and storage m i , n data d j of size size j , p algorithms a k that can be applied on data d j , v k;j defining whether algorithm a k can be applied on d j , k and c k such that k Á size j þ c k is the amount of computation needed to compute algorithm a k on data d j , f k;j the proportion of requests of a k on d j , and a bound K, is it possible to find a placement j i and a schedule n i ðk; jÞ such that the throughput TP ! K?
Proof. First SCHEDULE-REPLICATION-DEC obviously belongs to the class NP. To prove its NP-completeness, we proceed by a reduction from 2-PARTITION, which is known to be NP-complete [15] . An arbitrary instance I 1 of 2-PARTITION is the following: Given N positive integers a i ; 1 i N and a positive integer S such that 2S ¼ P i a i , is it possible to find a set I & f1::N g such that
We construct the following instance I 2 of SCHEDULE-REPLICATION-DEC: Let N databases of size j ¼ a j , P 1 and P
Y Assume first that I 1 admits a solution and let I be a subset of f1::N g. For each j 2 I, we define
; jÞ ¼ 1 and n 2 ð1; jÞ ¼ 0. For each j 6 2 I, we define
; jÞ ¼ 0 and n 2 ð1; jÞ ¼ 1. With such a placement and schedule, we have all databases placed at least on one processor. The size of all data stored on processor P 1 is
The amount of computation on processor P 1 is
The same results are obtained for processor P 2 .
The throughput of the platform is equal to
Therefore TP ! N and I 2 has a solution.
Y Assume now that I 2 has a solution, and let j i and n i ðk; jÞ be the placement and scheduling of this But, since size j ¼ a j , m i ¼ S and P j a j ¼ 2S, then, if we add the two previous inequalities: REMARK. Due to the use of the reduction to 2-PARTITION, this proof only proves the NP-completeness of the problem in the weak sense of the term. It could be interesting to study other completeness issues, but these are out of the scope of this article.
Integer Solution Approximation
As j i are equal to 0 or 1, this linear program is mixed with both rational and integers. As this problem has been proven NP-complete, we choose to solve the relaxed program over rational numbers. Starting from the rational solution, we will find an approximate integer solution for the problem.
Algorithm 1 is used to find an integer approximation of the relaxed problem. The main idea of this algorithm is to solve the initial linear program over rational number several times setting at least one j i to 0 or 1 in each iterations. The j i chosen to be set depends on its value at the previous solve, the database d j and its usage, and the computation power w i .
We start from the relaxed solution of the linear problem and construct three sets: S 0 will contain couples ði; jÞ where j i ¼ 0 in the solution, S 1 contains ði; jÞ where j i ¼ 1 and S contains all ði; jÞ that are not in S 1 nor in S 0 . Then we compute notPlaced, the set of database indices that are not yet placed anywhere. If this set is not empty i.e., there is still at least one database that is not mapped, we choose a ði 1 ; j 1 Þ with j 1 2 notPlaced for which the sum of the computation time required for each algorithm that can applied to the concerned databases multiplied by the current value of j i is the highest. If notPlaced is empty, we choose a couple ði 1 ; j 1 Þ from S with the same method. We add this couple to S 1 . For each couple in S 1 we then add the constraint 
8: add ði 1 ; j 1 Þ to S 1 9: else 10: Convergence In the first part of the algorithm, when the set notPlaced is not empty, i.e. there are still databases that have not yet any replica in the platform, there can be a problem of convergence. At this point, the choice of one j i can prevent on from finding a solution to the problem. To prevent this problem, we have implemented a simple mechanism whereby when the previous turns lead to a non-feasible linear program, the previous j i that have been set are checked to find those which are responsible of the non-feasibility. The hypothesis about the platform guarantees that there is a solution to the problem, so our mechanism is able to find it. We choose not to show that mechanism in the Algorithm 1 because it complicates comprehension.
A Greedy Solution
Starting with the same model of the platform and algorithm, we present an alternative greedy algorithm, shown in Algorithm 2, to solve the mapping problem. The idea behind this algorithm is to try to map data that need the most computational power to the server that has the most computation capacity first.
The algorithm starts by computing the ratio of the amount of computation required to process each database to its usage. Then we sort databases by decreasing values of this amount. We also sort the list of servers by decreasing computation abilities. We try to map the database that needs the most computational power to the server that has the highest computation capacity. If there is not enough space, we try to map the database on the second server and so on until the database is mapped. Then, we try to place the second database to the first server. We do this operation for each database. If a database cannot be placed on any server we skip it and try to place the following data item. Once all databases have been stored on a server at least on time, we restart from the beginning of the database list until there is not enough space available to place any more databases on the platform. if there is enough space on server sortServer½i for data sortData½j then 11:
if data sortData½j not already on server sortServer½i then 12:
map this data on that server 13:
place
Experiments
To test the results of our model, we used OptorSim [4, 12] , a simulator of data Grid environments developed in Work Package 2 of EU DataGrid project [2] . We have modified OptorSim to match our needs.
This simulator takes a Grid topology and configuration file as inputs, the files let you define its behavior and all input parameters.
Experimental Environment
The target platforms of our studies are distributed and may span multiple administrative domains. Therefore, it may be quite difficult to conduct repeatable experiments for long running applications on such systems. So we choose to use simulation to test our algorithms. Another advantage of simulation is the ability to easily test our algorithms with different network configurations which is not possible using experiments on a real platform.
The simulated Grids have five major components. Computing Elements (CE) act like gateways, or masters of a batch scheduler system and will distribute jobs that are submitted to them to their Worker Nodes (WN). Worker Nodes execute jobs and are defined by their computation power expressed in Mflops. All Worker Nodes managed by the same CE have the same capacity of computation, but WN from different CE may have different capacities. So we have an heterogeneous cluster of homogeneous clusters, which is a typical arrangement on real Grids.
The third type of component is the Storage Element (SE). It is where data are stored and is defined by its storage capacity (in MB). The same file can be stored on different SEs at the same time, and each SE can decide to delete a file from its storage if this file is not used and space is required for another file. As a SE does not check with other SEs or the Replica Manager (see below) if it can delete a file, it is possible that all copies of the same file are deleted. To prevent that, for each file, there is one master copy that cannot be deleted. Three approaches can be used for distribution of master copies: Random distribution, a statically defined master file defining placement, or even distribution across a list of SEs. This distribution is done before the beginning of the simulation, thus, the cost of placing master copies is considered to be zero. To work properly a CE should have a local SE that is accessible by all of its Worker Nodes. Access time to data located on the local SE by a WN is considered to be zero.
The Replica Manager (RM) is in charge of all data movement between sites. Jobs are created and scheduled by the Resource Broker which is able to instantiate communications with CEs and RM to get all information needed about SEs, network bandwidth, job queues, etc. for scheduling purpose. The way jobs are created and scheduled is defined in the configuration file. In our case, a job is defined by an algorithm and a database on which the algorithm is applied. Jobs are created following the information given in a separate file consisting of a succession of (algorithm, data) pairs. The file is generated from logs of existing bioinformatics clusters.
For our experiments, we extracted from raw logs all information about data sets and algorithm usage. With external information about data sizes, algorithm computation costs, and a description of the target platform, we generated the concrete instance of the linear program described in Section 4. This linear program is solved using lp_ solve [5] . The results give us the about data mapping and job scheduling. These outputs are used, with other configuration files, as inputs for the simulator.
For the experiments, the simulated platforms have been generated using Tiers [18] . Tiers has been widely accepted as a generator of realistic wide-area topologies. The topologies generated by Tiers have three levels of hierarchy: WAN, MAN and LAN. Edges between nodes of each level are created by tiers following what can be observed in the real Internet. We refer to [18] for a precise description of the topology generation procedure in Tiers. For the simulations, nodes at the LAN level are considered as computational clusters, nodes in MAN and WAN are only routers without computation or storage abilities.
The requests distribution that is used in the experiments is extrapolated from real log files. Requests are submitted to the RB with a frequency around 10/s. This could seems to be a very high rate, but discussions with the biology and bioinformatics communities lead to the conclusion that the more computation power we provide, the more they will use.
Results and Discussion
In this section we discuss our experiments using OptorSim. We have done simulations for three approaches to mapping and schedulers.
The first one, SRA, is our proposed algorithm. The scheduling and mapping used for the simulation are obtained from the approximated solution of the linear program of Figure 4 . For the MCT 1 approach, only the mapping has been done using the results of the linear program. The scheduling is on-line: At each request submission, the scheduler asks the information system of the Grid for an estimation of transfer and execution times, and system load of each CE that can execute the job. With these estimations, the scheduler estimates which CE can finish the job the faster, and sends the job to that CE. Finally, the greedy approach uses the mapping of the greedy algorithm (Algorithm 2). The scheduling is done with the on-line scheduler used for the MCT approach.
Simulations have been done for a pool of 40000 requests. All time values are normalized by the value of the objective function of the linear program without approximation, i.e., after the first solve. Then, an execution time greater than 1 means that it took more time than the optimal solution over rational numbers. Each simulation has been run for 10 different topologies generated by Tiers with the same parameters. Figure 5 shows the normalized execution time of whole set of requests as a function of the network bandwidth. In this simulation, the bandwidth between nodes is chosen to be homogeneous to see easily its impact on execution time. Figure 6 shows the volume of data transferred during the simulation for each kind of placement and scheduling. We can see that for SRA and greedy, the execution time is constant and independent of network bandwidth. This is due to the fact that there is no data movement with these two methods as we can see in Figure 6 .
But the reasons for which there is no movement are not the same in the two cases. With the SRA algorithm, the scheduling is performed at the same time as the placement. So the scheduler always schedules a job on a server that has the data needed for the request. In the greedy case, the scheduler uses an on-line MCT method but there is still no data movement because the algorithm completely fills the available space in the platform. So the MCT scheduler always schedules requests where a data is present. As shown by Figure 6 , MCT approach privileges the execution time of current request to schedule. But lack of knowledge on request usage scheme leads MCT to make a lot of errors and useless transfers. Then, it becomes efficient only when transfer costs are negligible as compared to computation costs. Figure 7 shows the execution time of the same set of 40,000 requests as a function of the storage space available on the platform. The space is expressed as the ratio between the total volume of databases and the global space available. For this set of simulations the network bandwidths are those generated by tiers.
We note that for all kinds of mapping and scheduling algorithms, the execution time decreases with an increase in available space. This can be easily explained by the fact that the more space is available, the more replicas can be placed on different servers. As we can expect, when storage space is small (less than 10 times the size of databases) our solution gives better results than greedy and MCT. The linear program makes better use of restricted resources. With an increase in available space, the results of the greedy algorithm improve steadily to become better than the SRA algorithm. This appears when nearly all databases can be stored on each server. Figure 8 is a zoom of the previous figure restricted to SRA and greedy simulations. When space storage is very limited, the results of our algorithm are not regular. This irregularity arises from the integer approximation to a rational solution. With small storage space, the impact of a bad mapping choice has a high impact on the objective function. In this case, we notice very high differences between the value of the objective function of the approximated integer solution and the solution in rational numbers. When available space becomes large enough, our integer approximation gives the same result for the objective value as given by the rational solution.
Comparison of Integer Approximation Algorithms
In order to obtain an estimation of the performance of our algorithm for integer approximation, we have compared it with a random method. These algorithms are very close, and the main difference between them is in the choice of the variable whose values will be approximated at each turn and the value that will be set. In the random method, the unknown that will be set is randomly chosen between all is set to 1; otherwise it set to 0. Figure 9 shows the execution time of 40000 requests for both approximation methods. As we can expect, our approximation algorithm gives better results than the random algorithm. That can be explained by the choice of the unknown set at each run of the linear solver. The method used in SRA takes into account information about the database's usage to ensure that the final solution stays close to the solution over rational number.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented an algorithm that computes at the same time the mapping of data and computational requests.
Our approach uses knowledge of the database usage scheme and of the target platform. Starting with this information, we have designed a linear program and a method to obtain a mixed solution, i.e., integer and rational numbers, of this program. With the OptorSim simulator, we have been able to compare the results of our algorithm to other approaches: A greedy algorithm for data mapping, and an on-line algorithm for the scheduling of requests.
Because our algorithm is a static one, it is clearly not applicable for long range executions on highly loaded machines (and when the load cannot be predicted). However, it could be applied iterativelly by using historical data and commuting a good schedule for small periods of time.
We came to the conclusion that when the storage space available on the Grid is not large enough to store all databases, that can lead to very time consuming requests on all computation servers; in this case, our approach improves the throughput of the platform. But our heuristic for approximating an integer solution of the linear program does not always give the best mapping of data and can give results that are very far from the value of the objective function in the solution over rational numbers.
Our future work will consist of adding communication costs for the requests in the model to be able to consider other kind of applications. We are also working on an implementation of these algorithms in the DIET [13] environment to deploy efficiently the GriPPS [16] application. A replica manager will be designed and developed in this environment. 
